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M. are actually producing W?> of our petroleum, 6* of our steel «* 

are working hard to try to increase these percentage in the near future. 

Our political eituation has been unstable during the last few years, whioh 

unquestionably caused difficulties in many aspects. 

Tho gum^tum Industry 

We have approximately 10,000 workshop, which manufacture furniture 
.»oh with an average of 10 „orlonen.    Only 1<* of them have more than 5o'rae„ 
and the biggest ones have I50 workers. 

This «hows that evidently a great part of the industry is still going 
through an age of craftmanship or at least partly craftmanship.    A reason 

for this could be the  fact that during many years the import of machinery 

for furniture manufacturing had been prohibited.    This was at first due 

to the Second World War and later as the result of mistaken economic 

policies.    !>«„ though the traditional machines (e.g. band saws, planers, 
•hapsrs, etc.) were produced in the country,  taere were no automatic 
machines available and our technology was 50 years behind. 

In the last 5 or 6 years the import of such machinery has been allowed 
and after having visited the main International Pairs, a. in Hanover and 

Milan, the most progressive manufacturers began to re-equip their factories 

and to put into practice the new techniques learnt.    This modernising 
procese is still oontinuing. 

Argentina traditionally has a closer contact with Europe than with 

the United States.    This is the reason why we have adopted th. machinery 
and methods from Europe. 

At the same time,  new industries of chipboard and hardboard were 
•stabli.hed and the old factories of plywood were re-activated. 

laturally these more progressive, powerful and persevering 

•wmfftoturers got very good results from their re-furnished factories 

and continued to gain ground ^ry quickly - obtaining eaoh time a nor« 
important part of the market. 
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Twees and duties regulations in Argentina are based on the customs 

duties,  and basically on the profits tax, which arc not paid by the ordinary 

workmen but by those who are at an upper level end have better salaries, 

and it is gradually increased in accordio with the income,  reaching in 

the higher levels 5<# of the profit* obtained.    Moreover,  there  is a sales 

tax, which represents approximately 1Z¿ of the whole production,   but in the 
manufacturing prooese only. 

Raw Materials 

Only 5<$ of the solid woods aro native.; the rest are imported from 

Paraguay,  Brasil and Bolivia especially.    The woods most fretnxently used 
are the following: 

Mahogany 

Cedar 

Lenga 

Ivory Wood 

Brasilien Pine 

Bolivia 

Argentina and Paraguay 

Argentina and Paraguay 

Argentina 

Brazil 

All these woods are taken from natural forests and their grading is 

quite defficicnt.    They are brought to the industrial centres by truck or 

by railway.    The distances from the forests to the places where these woods 

are to be manufactured are,   in most cases,  over 1,500 kra. 

Some manufacturers are establishing their own sawmills in the forests 

themselves to ensure their supplies,   to be in a position to utilise the 

smaller better trees and,  at the same time,  to transport ready-out pieces 

to their factories, thus avoiding the transport of defects and excess water. 

There have been factories for hardboard, chipboard   plywood, voneor, 

plait io rolling«, vinyl, glues for some years now. 

Prioes are the two as those in the international markets and we have 

some difficulties with supplies.    The tropical forests in the north will 

be exploited in the near future - perhaps in ten years. 

I must point out that among tho hundreds of different types of wood 

that we have, only a few of them are available for the furniture industry, 

since from one heetare of forest you will generally get from one to five 

trees of first quality, and a similar quantity of seoond rate; that is all. 
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Morsover, many of the forests which are actually being worked have 

already been worked before and the woods now obtained from them are of 

leaser value, because of their size and quality. 

Mood prices have gone up in the last period pnd I era afraid that 
this situation will soon worsen. 

Actually we are putting some re-foreetation plane into practice, but 

only soft vroods raid some particular kinds such as goom trees aro involved. 

However,  nono of these species oould be ueod for the furniture industry 
to date. 

It is my personal problem,  and I believe aloo that of other 

manufacturero, to foresee and to plan quite carefully the maintaining 

of our wood sources for the next years.    Wo must start working at once 

to determine which are the most convenient woods and begin to plant them 
immediately. 

As I uaid before, there are five chipboard fact orlo«,   one hardboard 

and many plywood, veneer, plastic rollings, glues, hardware,  and so on. 

The subsidiary industries offering the worst services are the 

manufacturer* of finishing materials,   for even though there are several 

manufacturers of lacquers, nitrocellulose lacquers, vinyl and foam,  the 

infoimation and advice given is very poor and, as regards some special 

materials,  for example stains,  it is almost non-oxistant.     In view of 

these circu. stances, each manufacturer of furniture ge ;s his ovm stain 

and his own formula and generally obtains poor results. 

We have leather of excellent quality and at lower prices than in the 

international market.   The some is true also for plastics,  foams, etc. 

Very good pieces are being manufactured in metal, and the chroming «aUto 
is excellent. 

9» different fashion, here in Argentina are based on European styl.. 

particularly Italian.   fl» Argentine models are modifications of inter- 

national design, taken from the Italian magasine, which ar. republished 
in our oountry. 
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Our models and designs arc well up to date and oontests and 

exhibitions have recently token place. 

Trading 

The funai ture shops in Argentina are smell and nvnber perhaps 13,000, 

scattered all over the country, which requires groat distribution efforts. 

The paymonts aro not always punctual and tho erodi ta must be watched over 

carefully. 

Argontina is in a very good position to export furniture, provided the 

manufacturers approach the problon seriously.    The firm I balong to is at 

present exporting 30$ of the production to the United States, Europe and 

Japan. 

We have excellent leathers, very good woods and chromes and not 

extremely expensive workmanship. 

I uould like to mention that we have some associations of furniture 

manufacturera and one confederation which gathers them all together. 

Conclusion 

I personally consider that to achiove a good development of the 

furniture industry in my country it uould be particularly useful to take 

the following steps: 

1»    Punishing of all new meth >ds of mass production and further 

transformation of the factories to more economic levels. 

2. Re-fPrestation, perhaps with quick-growing species. Wo have all 

olimates available to ohooso the best ones for each speoies, and 

land prioes are still low. 

3. To oall attention and the interest of all manufacturers of 

finishing products to make stains and spooial produots for the 

mass industry of furniture. 

»fliWMite»» i  Tin*, i ;ìììMH. M*MEiUlEäÜM 
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